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Oregon Electric
Group Stays in the
Central Eastside.
The Central Eastside kept one of its
larger and higher profile employers
when Oregon Electric Group (OEG)
relocated from its local headquarters
on Southeast 11th to take over one of
the former Taylor Electric Buildings
on Southeast 3rd Avenue. What is even
better for the neighborhood is that
Oregon Electric will be bringing
additional employees as it consoli-
dates its service facility that was
located on NE Columbia Blvd into
one location. 

Salvation Army to Move to New Digs at Airport.

Not too many organizations can say that they have been in one location for 
90 years but that is the case with the Salvation Army’s presence in the Central
Eastside. We have been in one of our buildings since 1923 and the other since
the 1950’s” says Major Michael Zielinski of The Salvation Army.

The Salvation Army complex encompasses three different properties: 
Their warehouse, which is almost a whole city block at SE MLK and Ash;
and the accompanying 15,000 sf of adjacent parking and then their residen-
tial rehabilitation facility built in 1893 which has three stories across MLK
on Couch Street. The Army is under construction on a 115,000 sf new facili-
ty off NE 82nd near the airport. “We need more space that is more functional
and we have basically outlived these older facilities,” Major Zielinski
explains
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The Salvation Army started by preach-
er William Booth in 1865 in England,
has spread its ministry of salvation and
caring to every corner of the globe.
Disaster Relief; Drug and Alcohol
Rehabilitation; Youth Camps; and
many other social problems are in the
sights of The Salvation Army’s highly
motivated and committed soldiers. I
had a chance to be taken through the
drug and alcohol facility by the man-
ager Robert and came away thorough-
ly impressed and marveling at the
efforts of dozens of men trying to put
their lives back together after years if
not decades of substance abuse prob-
lems. The 6 month program is
designed to be rugged and demanding
to break the cycle of bad behavior with
the days beginning at 5:30 with a high-
ly structured schedule of hard work,
worship, study and just learning good
responsible habits. Unfortunately only
1 in 5 make it through the program but
as I learned and believed after the tour
“Miracles are happening every day”. 

The new building should be done by
late spring 2010 with room for 120
rehabilitation beds. The idea is to get
the present buildings sold prior so as
to make a smooth transition to the
more efficient facility.  These Central
Eastside properties are hitting the mar-
ket in a challenging time but finding
large chunks of property in the Central
Eastside for sale that is next to the
Bridgehead Project, will be fronting
the trolley extension along MLK 
and with the very flexible EX zoning
are rare.  The challenging goal is to
find those users who can work with the
unique characteristics of the buildings
and hopefully can find an interesting
and creative use for a reuse of the
buildings. “We expect that the build-
ings will go in two separate transac-
tions as the warehouse facility and
parking and the treatment facility are
across MLK and are somewhat distinct
from each other” Zielinski offers.

In putting my creative thinking cap on,
the older treatment facility with apart-
ments above could lend itself maybe to a
cool core hotel renovation with restau-
rant below like the ACE Hotel across the
bridge or what McMenamins is doing on
the triangle building above their Ringlers
restaurant on West Burnside.  The build-
ings could also be home to a major
organization, educational institution or
creative services firm that want to possi-
bly put a “green” spin on a cool older
building for a headquarters in a central
evolving neighborhood that they could
own not unlike what Mercy Corps and
the University of Oregon did with older
buildings in old town of northwest
Portland.

Major Zielinski says they have a interest-
ed user for the warehouse building. It
will  interesting to see how these neat old
building will be “recycled” hopefully
bringing a new use, energy, investment
dollars and jobs to the neighborhood.

Salvation Army
Continued from  Page 1

“This building will allow us to have all
our operations and employees under one
roof thus getting some operating efficien-
cies during a time it is important to keep
costs down while still maintaining our
stellar service”, explains Oregon Electric
Group President Jeff Thiede. The compa-
ny wanted to be close to their present
location and stay in the Central Eastside
because it is has close proximity to
clients, projects and it also central for its
employees. “We really like the location of
the Central Eastside because of access to
where we need to go while it still being an
industrial location”. By combining and
taking less space, Thiede admits that they
will be reducing monthly rental costs. “It
is a tough environment for commercial
construction and margins are being
squeezed everywhere in the construction
business so our operations have to reflect
that reality” Thiede says.

Overall close to 100 employees will be
housed in the building which is still
owned by one of the members of the
Taylor Electric family. Taylor Electric
was an iconic locally owned electrical 

supply contractor for decades that was
sold to a large international group, Rexel
over a dozen years ago. As you may
remember one of the warehouses on
Southeast 3rd burnt to the ground a few
years ago and Rexel relocated part of
their operations. That burnt out site is was
slated to become a green 60,000 sf office
services facility to be developed by
Lorentz Bruun Construction but that deal
has died. Rexel recently relocated from
the second former Taylor Electric
Building opening the building for Oregon
Electric Group. 

Oregon Electric Group is one of the
largest electrical contractors in Oregon
and works on all types of projects from
large hospitals to smaller residential
developments. OEG was bought in 2001
by MDU Construction Services which is
a large national stock traded electrical
and mechanical contractor from of all
places Bismarck North Dakota. Oregon
Electric has been giving the building a
make-over and updating some of its older
amentities and now is operating out of
their new location.

Oregon Electric Group Stays in the Central Eastside
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SAVOY STUDIOS

Did you know Portland Oregon is home to several firms that are known the world over for their artistic glass manufacturing?  

Bullseye and Uroboros Glass both have stellar credentials for their cutting edge creation of glass works.  A little less known 

but nonetheless accomplished glass creator is Savoy Studios.  They produce some of the most spectacular artistic glass 

installations you will ever see.  You will see their projects throughout  the world from casinos like Mandelay Bay, Harrahs 

and Wynn casinos to the famous Tavern on Green Restaurant in New York to Caribbean cruise ships.  “We try to let our 

imagination and creativity and attention to detail carry us to new artistic heights in glass when serving our clients” explains 

owner Dan Legree.  Those clients will soon be found in China as well as  some exciting projects in the oil and money rich 

Middle East.

Savoy Studios got its start in 1970 along the 

foggy waterfront of Eureka California when 

Dan opened a glass studio then soon gathered 

other like minded artists with differing talents 

and interests in glass to create a cooperative 

and spontaneous collaboration.  The glass 

creations soon gained complexity and scope 

that became desired by hotels and restaurants.  

Joined by his then wife Sue Grauten, Savoy 

tackled and succeeded with more daring and 

Savoy’s next chapter was written recently with a move into a 32,000 sf flexible building on Northeast Oregon right off Sandy 

Blvd. “We were very fond of our old space but it was not very functional being on two floors; the roof leaked and it hampered 

our ability on occasions to produce our installations” Dan explains. ‘The new building will make collaboration among our 

people easier and it will be much more efficient to have everything on one floor”.  The economy has taken its toll a bit on Savoy 

as its headcount is down and many of it’s big projects overseas have been scaled back or delayed. “We are in a down cycle as 

the hospitality industry world wide is struggling but we have some very exciting new commissions coming up".  Dan says 

optimistically. Savoy signed a five year lease with the option to purchase the building which had previously housed the Portland 

Box and Bindery.

Savoy Studios Upgrades…Leases New Building in Northeast

detailed projects and their reputation and clientele began to grow which was 

cemented with impressive commissions for the famous Tavern on the Green and 

the Russian Tea Room in New York City.  In 1985, needing to expand and desiring 

the exposure and resources of a larger city, Savoy chose Portland mainly due to the 

presence of other cutting age glass manufacturers and the growing artistic 

community in Portland.  “Portland was the perfect choice for us and it really has a 

great history and talented infrastructure in the glass industry”.  Savoy found their 

digs in Portland in a retro-revival style building that was once used by Disney 

Studios decades previously in the lower Interstate Industrial area of north Portland. 

Another dose of good fortune was that Urboros Glass, one of the most respected 

glass studios in the country was right next door which started a long and productive 

relationship that was instrumental in many of Savoy’s most artistic and complex 

commissions. Savoy during this time invested in new technology and expanded 

services to provide every aspect of service to their customers.
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It is not surprising to see that most of the public projects in the Central Eastside are marching forward while ones dependent on private fund-
ing are stalled or delayed. With the public projects alone, the Central Eastside will be the nexus in the metro area for infrastructure and
mainly transportation construction projects with projects totaling hundreds of millions of dollars over the next 5 years.

Eastside Portland Streetcar Loop: This $147 million 3.3 mile project that will bring the trolley from the Westside in a loop down to OMSI
and back across the Broadway Bridge is underway! You probably have felt this event when driving north along NE Grand recently where
four lanes has become two and traffic has been piling up during most parts of the day.  I talked with Kay Dannon, the PR person with the
catchy title of construction mitigation manger for the eastside trolley project and she confirmed that there is substantial work going on
Grand Avenue. “ We are replacing a water line under the track alignment all along Grand Avenue because the existing line is too close to
the proposed track and the water bureau will not allow tracks on top of their line in the present configuration”.  She says this work will go
on for much of the next year with actual track construction starting in January. “We will start laying track on the west side of MLK between
Everett and Burnside working our way south.  We move pretty fast completing three blocks in about three weeks”.  She also said simulta-
neously they will start laying track on the eastside of Grand staring at Northeast Glisan and going north.  Sounds like it may be some inter-
esting traffic maneuvers will be taking place as these two segments start this winter. “We do everything possible to minimize disruption to
traffic and businesses along the route” Dannon adds. 

McLoughlin Street Viaduct Replacement: This $64 million dollar project is steaming right along and has been under construction for
close to two years. I talked with Mike Mason at ODOT “We are working on the northbound or Grand Avenue structure. We are tearing down
the old viaduct and driving the piles and forming the footings and columns this fall and into spring”.   They are also building retaining walls
along each side and the current traffic alignment with the “chicane” turns are in effect until the middle of next year when the alignment will
straighten out.  The project is only slightly off its timetable and will finish in early 2011.  The soils presented a bit of a issue because as
some of you old timers know there used to be a huge old lumber mill and log pond in the area during the early part of the century where
much of the soils are quite “soft” with organics and sawmill waste which undoubtedly  impacted the 1936 structure which has settled result-
ing in continuing failure and then recently weight restrictions.  In fact several buildings in the nearby area are built upon deep pilings and
some of the floors in these buildings have buckled.  With over 60,000 vehicles a day using this section of what is known as Hwy 99, it is a
major commuter and freight route and one of the most important arterials for the Central Eastside. “The structure is still weight restricted
and we have had to keep two lanes each way open at all times as we have to be sensitive to the importance of this route” Mason offers.
However there will be some weekend and night time closures from now to project completion of one of the lanes each way from time to
time to facilitate important work on the replacement viaduct. ODOT is providing weekly updates of the project on their website.

Burnside Bridghead: With its somewhat checkered past and stop and starts, many people I talk to think this thing is dead or on “perma-
nent hold” or that Beam Development has a long term option which are all misconceptions after talking with Geraldene Moyle of the PDC.
“There is a lot going on with the Bridgehead and we are with the Framework Plan taking a very systematic and inclusive approach which
is probably something we should have done several years ago” Moyle explains.  Currently the PDC is trying to select from 10 consultants
who responded to an RFP to help formulate a Framework Plan for the site.  The development of this  plan which will run through March of
next year will address a variety of issues with the site that includes feasibility of re-using the 90,000 sf existing structure; specific; objec-
tives of the development; phased development; sustainability; design; scale; density; uses etc.   “When OPUS was selected initially we real-
ly did not undertake to study the scope and detail relating to all of the issues involved.  Developing this Framework Plan will be a useful
and valuable process with substantial public input to really drill down as to the type and scale of a project that makes the most sense given
the fact that the market has changed.  It will be an excellent guide moving forward. ” Moyle explains.  Beam is still very much involved but
only has rights to develop 20% of the site at this point. Look for a recently selected consultant team to start the “new” process shortly there-
after this fall.  There will be additional options to make your voice heard on the Bridgehead Project

Burnside-Couch Couplet: This project after much planning had its kick off recently and much of the traffic on NE Couch from 12th to
Grand is now restricted.  As many of you know after many years of study and a ratcheting back of the scope of the project, Burnside and
Couch Streets will be realigned into one-way boulevards with the eastbound traffic in three lanes on Burnside and westbound traffic in two

lanes on Couch Street from the Bridgehead site to NE 14th.  It will involve improved bike transit, curb extensions, wider sidewalks,
increased traffic signals, create two new city blocks for development, improve access to businesses and generally provide a more calming,
bike/pedestrian friendly and aesthetic boulevard on each of the streets.  

Public Projects Moving Forward; Private Ones Become Stalled.
Building on former Taylor Electric Site Falters

Project Updates
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Right now Couch is closed along much of the route as construction ramps up. “We are working all along Couch presently. We are work-
ing on the swales, curb extensions and signals. This work will continue through the winter and be done in March hopefully.” says Chris
Armes project coordinator. Once Couch is completed including the route through the future Bridgehead Project, all Westbound traffic
will re rerouted there to allow room to start on the Burnside section where they will construct one half street at a time starting with the
northside late next spring with the whole project slated for completion in January 2011.  A decent chunk of on-street parking will be
eliminated mainly due to the stormwater swales which had many businesses rightly grumbling but with all the improvements associated
with the project most think the advantages outweigh the disadvantages. This work coupled with trolley construction will make this area
congested and just plain tough to maneuver through in the next 6 months.

It has been much harder to get real information on the proposed  private projects in the Central Eastside as those involved are not overly
eager to disclose much but anyhow here we go.

Waterfront Boat Storage Facility: A couple of calls to Derek Hanna, the ambitious force behind a proposed multi-story futuristic look-
ing Boat Storage facility on the Willamette south of OMSI have gone unanswered. Even in bullish economic times, Hanna’s jetson- look-
ing eco-friendly boat storage (is that an oxymoron?) project had many scratching their heads as to its legitimacy and ability to get off the
ground. Is this something that really even fits into Portland’s culture and landscape?  Is there a big demand for this type of space? Who
will finance this? I recently saw information soliciting interest either in the land parcel or the development so obviously this thing is
“dead in the water” which many people long suspected. 

Lorentz-Bruun Building on former Taylor Electric site: The warehouse at SE 3rd and Clay burned to the ground a few years ago and
since then has remained a somewhat blighted skeleton waiting for re-development. Lorentz-Bruun a well established and long time
Portland contractor approached the property owners soon after the fire with a multi-story creative space development idea on the site
totaling 60,000 sf. Design, land use, engineering and marketing moved forward resulting in a long term lease with Clear Channel for half
of the proposed building that allowed the developers to ratchet up activities to get the project underway. Unfortunately during that time
Clear Channel’s financial status has worsened making the bank financing the project want more equity which is not forthcoming, so for
now the project looks to be dead and the site is back on the market for sale.

Monte Carlo Site: A fire in 2002 on the former Monte Carlo site at SE 10th and Belmont resulted in a superblock (100,000 sf) develop-
ment opportunity for Killian Pacific, a Vancouver based developer that had recently acquired the site.  Since that time, rumors of a
mixed-use condo/apartment with retail users as diverse at Whole Foods; Safeway; Home Depot etc have circulated but the commercial
real estate meltdown and the lack of financing has stifled those plans as Killian continues to hold the property. “We look at it as a good
long term hold to wait for the right opportunity and use.  It has lots of great attributes and the neighborhood with all the new public proj-
ects will only improve over time”. Lance Killians recently explained.  Killian says they are selling a 20,000 sf adjacent site and did not
rule out selling the larger site for the right deal.
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Businessmen share their 
thoughts on the economy
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e I can’t help it but I am a bit of an information junkie, whether it
be newspapers (which may be going the way of the rotary dial
phone) or the ever present and somewhat annoying and mar-
ginally accurate talk radio or the news hacks on the various
cable channels…and of course the internet, I like it all. I know I
should read a good novel once in awhile or go for a walk in the
woods but staying connected is an addiction. With that said, the
shrill of the economic news that came from the global financial
meltdown starting last summer has not subsided and still is a
pervasive presence almost everywhere. It has obviously soft-
ened with a 3500 point increase in the Dow. This has brought (at
least to me and people I know) mostly more confusion and dis-
belief that anyone really knows what happened, why the finan-
cial implosion took place and what went wrong. The second
guessing and present analysis of where we are and where we
are going is head spinning at times. I tend to think that avarice,
stupidly high leverage, unrealistic and inflated assets values,
ridiculously bad public policy and a lack of self discipline on the
part of companies and individuals has been building and work-
ing its way into our societal and economic fabric for decades so
it will take more then a few years for us to climb out of this mess
created by years of some reckless and greedy behavior.

There is a cavalcade of macroeconomic and philosophical mus-
ings out there about our economy which is not always insightful
and helpful to understanding the everyday challenges and state
of affairs in our state, city and neighborhood. I wanted to bring
it more down to the ground level of what it means to the region-
al and local businesses that is basically the foundation of both
our local and national economy. That is where the action is and
the people who hire, pay the taxes and matter most operate and
live so I called up an assortment of Central Eastside business to
get their experiences and perspective in these weird and turbu-
lent times. I called probably a dozen or more companies and
expected a rather dire and negative outlook for a few reasons:
the preponderance of firms who cater to the home and con-
struction industries and Portland’s overall alarming double digit
unemployment rates that makes many of the worst lists in the
country. I did get some stark and candid laments but generally
was impressed with business owners optimism, pragmatism and
attitude to survive and eventually prosper. Some firms which is
understandable didn’t want to talk or did but didn’t want me pub-
licizing their viewpoints but overall most were honest in talking
about how crappy it is out there and that they have had to let go
some very good employees but all felt that we are close to the
bottom but it will be a a multi-year slog to get back to some
growth and interestingly many thought the recent downturn was
a “gamechanger” that will usher in potentially a decade long
period of frugality.

“The water is very swift and dangerous right now. So keep your
ass in the bottom of the boat, tuck your feet into the gunnels and
hang on to the safety rope!” Hector Marquez, the colorful owner
of Oregon Tile & Marble metaphorically relates to me recently.
Having been on more than a few white water raft trips I like
where he was going. His company which distributes and sells a
wide range of natural stone and ceramic tile in four locations
totaling 250,000 sf in the Northwest suffered with the housing
downturn. Hector continues the whitewater analogy “This is a
river that we have never been on before and there maybe some
class 4 or even 5 rapids ahead but those that hang on and sur-
vive will be the strongest and thrive when the waters calm”
Marquez feels relatively comfortable his company will survive
and prosper due to the fact they have kept costs in line “We own
most of our real estate free and clear and have very little debt
and run generally pretty lean which has and will help us make it”

Another long term business stalwart of the Central Eastside,
Gary Coe who owns Speeds Towing on southeast Clay echoes
the tough economic sentiment but is quite a bit more blunt
“Business Sucks!” Gary describes. “And I am an eternal opti-
mist!”. Coe wants us to know. Speeds has been in business for
over 50 years and also operates a Town Car business as well as
an auto parts distribution arm. “We have had to let employees
go and we have cut costs everywhere so we can survive. I think
we are at the bottom in certain areas and are seeing signs of
recovery, but it will take considerable time to get back to where
we were”. My last exchange with Gary took on a more political
bent which has also been voiced by a couple of other business
owners I talked with over the last few weeks “I am just worried
what sort of tax burdens and requirements that both the federal
and state governments will pile on businesses to make recovery
even more difficult” Coe wonders. Obviously he is referring to
some of the tax increases and healthcare reform that are at the
forefront of the political debate.

Next stop, City Liquidators and Walt Pelett who has become
somewhat of an iconic businessman of the Central Eastside. If
you have never been to City Liquidators’ collection of funky and
jumbled warehouses in the Central Eastside offering anything
from lava lamps to full sets of living room and office furni-
ture…do it because it is both a cultural event and to me at least
a walk back into time. You wonder how inventory can possibly
been accurately kept track of and it is hard not to walk out of
there with something and it is usually something you don’t nec-
essarily need but behind this is a juggernaut of a business that
has grown and thrived throughout the years. Walt’s 32 years in
business as City Liquidators (many more years with other busi-
nesses) and 500,000 sf of warehouse space and assorted other
real estate investments provides an excellent baseline and per-
spective for a landscape view of what is going on in our local
economy presently. “We are down 20-30% overall and maybe
more in certain product lines” Walt offers. “The furniture busi-
ness is just getting hammered. Our staff levels are lower mainly
due to attrition and a couple of small layoffs. I have been around
awhile and never have I seen something quite like this” Walt
summarizes. There is however a positive to all this economic
bloodletting for discounters and opportunists like Pelett who are
constantly cruising the secondary furniture and homewares
market for deals “We can buy more quality stuff right now for
unheard of prices than I have ever seen. Tremendous deals
which we can pass along to our customers but they still are not
buying which makes us get creative in finding places to store it
until demand picks up” Walt coyly admits.

I wanted to find some silver lining in the gray economic storm
clouds and thought the grocery and food markets might be that
bright spot as people have curtailed their restaurant visits and
instead eat at home and thus spend more dough on food and
produce. I decided to call David Nemarnik who heads one of the
largest independent wholesales or produce on the West Coast,
Pacific Coast Fruit. I did not get great news but at least the sky
was not falling for Dave and his company. Started in 1977, this
company has grown to be regional distribution power in produce
employing over 150 dedicated workers in one of the largest
buildings in the Central Eastside. “After a very rough winter, we
needed a good summer and we are getting it. But our business
has definitely changed. We are selling more lower cost produce.
We are moving higher volumes of items like potatoes instead of
high end berries and many of our grocery customers are seeing
the same thing throughout their product lines” sighs Dave.
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“The bad weather in December and deteriorating economy really hurt us. We brought in tons of product for the holidays and ended up giving much of
it to food banks when we got hammered by the weather and the economy” he offered. Pacific Coast depends on the restaurant market for up to 40% of
its business which as we all know has been hit hard. “Summers are always strong for us in almost any type of economy.

This fall and winter will really tell us where we stand but we are only off 5-10% from previous years.” Pacific Coast runs a very lean and efficient oper-
ation that runs basically 24-7 out of its 100,000 sf facility in the Central Eastside which has been bursting at the seams for years. In fact the company
after looking at dozens of sites for expansion a couple of years ago  locked up a site for a new building  and actually started construction but with much
foresight pulled the plug as the saw their  business start to slide and the future outlook was less than rosy. “It was a good decision to delay our expan-
sion and not take on more debt. We have very little debt right now and I sleep a lot better. I think the world may have changed permanently and we may
not get back to where we were from consumer demand standpoint” Nemarnik philosophizes. Pacific Coast has not had to make any large scale layoffs
just the natural amount of attrition and as all companies have been doing, costs are being watched very closely.

As I was getting a bit down and depressed in talking to certain business I pondered who may be actually thriving in this economic hurricane so I after
seeing a story on KGW about everyone starting or expanding their vegetable gardens I made another call “We are growing. We are doing well. Our
business is up quite a bit in the last year or so, maybe 20%. We are even thinking of expanding and moving into different segments within our business.”
Says Bill Sparks owner of Concentrates which sells a large gamut of feed, pet food and garden supplies on both a retail and wholesale basis. “There is
a huge influx of people that are now planting their own gardens, having chickens in their yards and just increasing the amount of produce they are grow-
ing and much of that centers around the organic gardening and farming segment where we have recently developed a strong niche” Sparks explains. I
am starting to feel slightly better but at the same time understand that this driven by people who due to unemployment or underemployment now may
have the time to garden and don’t want to spend the money on traditional produce. Another idea of a potentially growing business in the Central Eastside
was right in front of my nose. I share space with a camera rental house that caters to the film and video industry. Koerner Camera rents a wide range
of High Definition and Film cameras and supporting gear for commercials, full length motion pictures, corporate videos, informericals and sometimes
television shows. I have been seeing all sorts of trucks coming and going recently so I wandered over to ask the owner Michael Koerner how things
were going. “Our business is really holding up well. We are slightly down from last year but last year was a record”. Koerner who also has an office in
Seattle explains some reasoning behind his business staying strong “Portland has become a hub for film and video shooting and production. We have
some very innovative, skilled and creative firms and people here that attract the business. Plus having the cable series Leverage in town shooting has
helped also”. With new incentives from the state of Oregon, the film and video industry in Oregon which increased 115% from 2005-2007 is holding up
well and providing hundreds of family wage jobs. “Considering the overall economy it is pretty amazing how well the film and video industry is doing in
Oregon. I think it is here to stay” Koerner predicts.

Central Eastside News
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Denyse McGriff has been a tireless
advocate for the Central Eastside
for much of the last 12 years as
PDC’s project manager for the
Central Eastside Urban Renewal
area.  Light Rail, Bridgehead, Clark
Center (transitional housing),
Esplanade, Trolley…you name it
and Denyse McGriff has been there
working through the details, sooth-
ing egos and making sure all stake-
holders views are considered and
the projects make it to the finish
line.  She has had to walk the
proverbial tightrope in tactfully
handling the strong opinions and
assorted viewpoints that inevitably
come with the process of how
much and what projects get fund-
ed with precious urban renewal
dollars in one of the most dynamic
and diverse neighborhoods in the
city. Though Denyse handled a
wide range of very different proj-
ects on behalf of the PDC, there are
ones that she seem to enjoy more
than others.

“One of best projects I worked on
was the redevelopment of the
Belmont/Main blocks which are the
four blocks along SE MLK that
were owned by Union Pacific
Railroad.  The PDC bought these
blocks, cleaned them up and resold
them for redevelopment.  It turned
out great as we went from some-
thing like 6 employees to over 100 

was built for assorted businesses”
McGriff explains.
She has been a tireless proponent
for the Central Eastside and was
helpful in getting the Urban
Renewal Area extended and
expanded back in 2006. “I have
come to know many great people
in the Central Eastside and really
admire the diversity and creativity
of the people and the businesses. 
It is truly a unique and wonderful
asset of the City”.  

Denyse is not going far as she tran-
sitions into a similar role for the
Interstate Urban Renewal area that
stretches along Interstate Avenue
which extends from near the Rose
Quarter north to Delta Park. “While
I will miss the Central Eastside it
will be fun and challenging getting
to know a different area with dif-
ferent issues and needs”.  However
many businesses and property
owners will feel a bit “naked” as
the Central Eastside will not have
Denyse’s knowledge, tenacity and
support especially at a time when
the economy is suffering and 
several large projects get under
way like light rail, Burnside/Couch
couplet and the trolley, as well as
the Burnside Bridgehead site tries
to gain momentum after a couple
of false starts. Denyse insists that
she is not going far and will continue

to keep in touch with the many
businesses and property owners in
the district as well as keeping her
eye on the slate of developments
now underway or proposed for the
next few years “Because of my
long history, contacts and under-
standing of the Central Eastside
you can count on me still being
involved in the area” McGriff says

Eastside Esplanade

Denyse McGriff Transitions out Central Eastside to Interstate Urban Renewal Area.

Shain Becomes Interim Central
Eastside URA Manager

Steve Shain at the PDC is stepping in to the role of as the inter-
im project manager for Central Eastside Urban Renewal Area
(URA) assuming many of the duties previously handled by
Denyse McGriff who moved to the Interstate area.  Steve Shain
has been on both sides of the equation, having served privately
on the Urban Renewal Advisory Committee in the North
Macadam area when he worked for the Zidell Companies before
moving to the PDC several years ago. Shain may have some long
work days ahead as in addition to his new role in the Central
Eastside he is also the development manger for the mother of all
URA’s the  River District Urban Renewal Area which includes
the Pearl District for several years. At a recent URA meeting
Shain received some nods from the committee when he voiced
his support for an emphasis on economic development and jobs
in the Central Eastside. Many in the Central Eastside have been
frustrated as they see piles of urban renewal money go to proj-
ects like trolley, low income housing and light rail with little ded-
icated directly to retaining businesses and promoting economic
development.

SK Jet Ski: The award for persistence 
and tenacity goes to Sean Karembelas at 
SK Jet Ski Northwest!. Many people thought
he had given up. Its been 4.5 years since 
he proposed building a sales and service
facility for watercraft on over an acre of 
land on the Willamette waterfront next 
to the moorage for the Portland Spirit off
Southeast Caruthers Street. After getting a
continuous run around by the city regarding
his plans, the connection of the Esplanade 
to Springwater Trail and a myriad of other
issues and a tough economy, Karembelas
reports that he may receive building permits
within weeks”. I need to be open for my busy
season June 1st and if I cannot do that I will
postpone it until the end of next summer but
we are moving ahead.
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Cacade Brewing coming to the Central Eastside

We created quite a buzz and came 

back jacked up!” Art enthusiastically 

explains.  He has been down this road 

before but just loves what he is doing “

I thought long and hard about this as I 

am getting older and there is lots of 

work involved but I have a real passion 

for this type of beer and besides it is a 

hell of a lot of fun!” 

Sour Beers? Yes, sour which may not be 

the word that makes potential beer 

drinkers drool and rush to the beer tap for 

a taste, these beers which have their 

origin in Belgium are a hot commodity in 

today’s crowded craft beer industry.  

There are a wide variety of styles and 

flavors assorted with the sour beer 

category, but much of it revolves around 

some rather different ingredients often 

with interesting fruit components and the 

beer being aged in oak barrels for 

months. “We have been brewing and 

bottling sour beers for some time and are 

finding a very receptive market here in 

Portland as well as in several other 

markets around the US where we have 

been shipping our beers”.  

Art just came back from the Great 

American Beer Festival in Denver and 

says that his beers were the talk of the 

festival. “One of our beers won the 

barrel aged category and another took 

second. We had lots of the most 

innovative and successful brewers in 

the county talking to us about our 

beers and we sold everything we too to 

the festival.  

Current sour beer offerings at Cascade 

Brewing have Apricot and Blackberry 

flavors and at any one time at his current 

brewery there is over 30 oak barrels 

storing and aging some tasty beer treats.  

He gets over 100 barrels a year from an 

Oregon wine country and even bought 50 

used barrels from a whiskey maker in 

Kentucky.  The flavors of beer that can 

be brewed are only limited by Gansberg's 

and Larrance’s creativity and quality of 

ingredients.  He mentions beers made 

with dates and wine grapes. Wow! Art 

will be taking over an old produce 

distribution building with frontage on 

Belmont which he recently bought where 

he will have a 1500 sf pub and casual 

restaurant in conjunction with over 5000 

sf of production space with room for 

potentially up to 300 barrels.  The name 

of the establishment will be the Cascade 

Brewing Barrel House.  “We think the 

Central Eastside is a perfect place for us 

to ratchet up our production and create 

some very interesting ales and introduce 

more people to some great Belgian sour 

beers. The Central Eastside with its 

entrepreneurial spirit, existing craft beer 

people and spirit (hard liquor) makers 

and purveyors makes this a great fit for 

our operation”. Larrance adds

There will be a combination of beers 

from his Raccoon Lodge as well as his 

Belgian selections and he will also have 

room for a bottling line at the new place. 

Larrance is still working out details with 

the layout, city permitting/requirements, 

menu and timing but hopes to have the 

first sour beers pouring by Christmas if 

possible. 

Flavored brews for a sour taste?
Just when you think there cannot be 

another unique brewpub idea to find 

roots in the River City, there is another 

twist coming to the Portland beer scene 

in the Central Eastside.  Cascade 

Brewing which is the brewery operation 

affiliated with the Raccoon Lodge in 

Raleigh Hills is eyeing a building located 

on Southeast Belmont. This particular 

operation comes with some rather 

illustrious beer DNA with Art Larrance 

who has hops and barley flowing through 

his veins and was there at the beginning 

of Portland’s beer revolution over two 

decades ago.  Art was a founder of 

Portland Brewing (think MacTarnahans) 

which had one of the first brewpubs in 

northwest Portland then expanded to the 

industrial area off NW Yeon and then 

eventually was sold to Pyramid Brewing 

and then most recently was bought by 

Magic Hat out of Vermont. Probably 

even more notable is that Art is the 

founder and owner of what many 

consider is the most quintessential beer 

festival in the world, the Portland 

Brewers Festival that brings some of the 

most cutting edge beverages and 

thousands of people to P-town from all 

over the world in early July each year. 

Art started Cascade Brewing in 1998 

with one of the best and innovative 

brewers in Portland, Ron Gansberg. 

“We have been planning this project for 

over 5 years and we will be brewing and 

serving our version of Belgian Sour 

Beers along with great sandwiches and 

salads. I will be a great gathering spot in 

one the best neighborhoods in the city 

and introduce more people to some great 

Belgian style beers”  
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Real Estate Information
Who’s Moving , Buying, Selling or LeasingBridging the Eastside

Twenty Four Seven Inc, a dynamic
and growing creative services firm
has leased a 50,000 sf building in
northeast Portland.  “It was a good
move for us as it is across the street
from our offices and gives us much
needed expansion room” says com-
pany owner Mike Luttenich.  The
pre-World War II building has tall
ceilings, great natural light and
much of the space is clear span. “We
will use the bulk of the building and
look to lease up to 15,000 sf to firms
who align with our business” Mike
relates. Twenty Four Seven special-
izes in strategy, retail design and
graphic design and counts Nike and
Nordstrom among its clients.  They
do much of the high end fabrication
of wood and metal for retail and
point of sale projects themselves.
The company has an option to pur-
chase which they hope to exercise
sometime by summer of next year. 

Northwest Media recently sold their
building located at 106 S.E. 11th
Avenue right off Sandy Blvd. The
9600 sf building was completely
renovated a few years ago from
being the down and dirty former
home to Portland Saw Works and
contains a high % of office space
and some off-street parking. “We
sold the building and signed a long
term lease (sale/leaseback) and it
was a good deal for us” says
Northwest Media’s Sherman
Aldredge. Price of the June 09’
transaction was $1,365,000.

PDX building supplies has leased
11,000 sf at the Central Eastside
Business Center and will be provid-
ing a whole range of building sup-
plies such as granite countertops,
cabinets and plumbing fixtures. 

Ryerson Hardwoods has moved from
Southeast 17th/Haig to a new loca-
tion at SE Division and 10th.  Their
former location is slated to be
acquired and eventually be dis-
placed by the coming Milwaukie
Light Rail Project. 

The former Historic Portland Water
Building located at 709 S.E. 7th
Avenue was recently sold for
$1,025,000.  Built in 1908, the
building has an architecturally cool
façade and some beautiful high ceil-
ings and woodwork inside and the
very much sought after off-street
parking but is definitely very tired
and needs extensive upgrades. The
8800 sf two story building had been
home to Citizens Photo for many
years but now will be home to
Schneider Attorneys, a small prac-
tice of 7 attorneys that has four
offices in the Portland Area. A sub-
stantial retrofit of the building is
slated to occur in the not to distant
future with move in expected some-
time in 2010.

A 9700 sf wood frame office build-
ing located at 810 S.E. Belmont sold
last spring for $1,235,000. The
property had been in escrow on sev-
eral previous occasions but never
made it to the finish line due to
tough financing and some minor
environmental issues.  Carol Zoom
from Eugene paid cash for the prop-
erty which is located on a 20,000 sf
lot which she is renovating into a 7
individual creative spaces for artists
and non-profits that will eventually
be turned into condos for sale. 

Atomic Auto has leased 22,000 sf of
space at 2510 N.E. Sandy Blvd from
Peter Perrin.  This space had been
vacant for over two years and sits
adjacent to Timberline Dodge.  The
older clear span warehouse has
some outside parking as well as a
small showroom on Sandy.  Atomic
Auto which specializes in service of
Saabs and a lesser degree Subarus
signed a five year lease at $.50 psf
with four months of free rent. 

AK Design which has occupied a
two story older building at
Southeast Division Place on the
Darigold campus for many years is
under contract to buy a two acre
parcel of land in the Lentz area of
southeast Portland in the urban
renewal area.  AK design is a spe-
cialty sportswear designer and man-
ufacturer that do work for some of
the largest sportswear companies in
the world. They are hoping to build
a 30,000 sf building with construc-
tion starting in the next few months. 

Equal Exchange has moved just up
the street to 10,000 sf in the former
US Bearings Building located at
1035 SE Main.  Equal Exchange is a
unique organization which was the
vision of three individuals 20 years
ago to connect consumers more inti-
mately to the source of their food.
Equal Exchange has grown into one
of the best well known importers
and proponents of free trade coffee
in the US. This facility will be Equal
Exchanges West Coast presence and
allows them to grow their mission of
fostering direct relationships with
family farmers both here and
abroad so farmers receive livable
wages and the consumer receives a
high quality healthy product.
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Zoomtopia is not the latest indie film or a science fiction novel but rather it is an 

innovative creative space project taking shape in the Central Eastside.  Located at 810 

S.E. Belmont, Zoomtopia is the brainchild of Carol Zoom from Eugene which 

accomplished a similar sort of collaborative project in Eugene and hopes to do the same 

here in Portland.  Described as a “project that is intended to appeal to artists, dancers, 

creatives and non-profits to create a community and participate in an affordable, 

communal building that they will have the option to own in the near term.”

Carol and her partners recently closed on the 9600 sf property early this summer and it is 

undergoing demolition with a substantial renovation taking place this fall with a opening 

targeted for December 1st.  “The idea was to provide a flexible and affordable 

opportunity for artists and non-profits to be able to create and flourish in a very 

communal atmosphere.  It is different from other renovated projects because it will allow 

these type of groups to eventually own their space; put real roots down in the community 

and not have to move out when the area gentrifies and becomes unaffordable."   Zoom 

explains. Carol is a big believer in the value and the positive contributions that the artistic 

and non-profit groups add to a given neighborhood.  “These type of groups and 

individuals add greatly to the livability and economic viability of an area by buying lots 

of goods and services while also employing many people and there needs to be places of 

permanence for them as there is less value when artists and non-profits have to 

continually move around,” she believes. 

This building was attractive because of the progressive nature of the Central Eastside 

which is a great incubator of businesses and ideas. “The building did not have any posts 

which allows up to a 2000 sf dance studio which was important, plus it is on a main 

street, has parking as well as great access to downtown and surrounding neighborhoods," 

Zoom offers. Besides the dance studio there will be 5 artist’s studios and one larger office 

space geared for a non-profit group. Zoom met with several artists and non-profits groups 

to get an idea of what was important which led her to this property and location which 

will be very handicap accessible which was important. Like in many cutting edge 

projects, construction costs and meeting city requirements have been more than 

anticipated, Zoom still hopes to have rents and prices very competitive and says she has 

serious interest in more than half the building already.

ZoomTopia
Flexible and 

Affordable 

aRtSpAcE
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Sorting through the hyperbole, mixed messages and gen-
eral confusion surrounding the commercial real estate
financing environment could be daunting and difficult.
One thing is sure though, it is a different market then it
was 2 years ago and that difference basically translates
into it being more difficult and onerous to find reasonable
financing for commercial real estate.  And we are talking
almost every type of property and in almost every part of
the country, the exception is apartments but even then the
terms and in most cases the amount of loan amount to
property value has moved downward and terms have
become more stringent. The good news:  There is money
out there and most people in the financing world feel the
worst is over. 

Many of the economic experts predict that commercial
real estate is the next financial pillar to fall as chronic
unemployment continues and reduced consumer spending
takes its toll and businesses which have cut back and con-
solidated or worse yet have failed translates to a fall off in
demand for space throughout the commercial real estate
spectrum. Then with large baskets of commercial mort-
gage back securities and other large commercial real
estate loans coming due this year and next, lenders
demand more equity, increase rates and demand more
strenuous terms which already stretched owners cannot
supply or cannot accept especially with falling rental
receipts from higher vacancies and lower rents.  This is
turn  will push defaults and foreclosures on properties
upward and ratchet up the level of paranoia and further
tighten the lock on the barely open lending window to
many borrowers. It is the proverbial domino effect.  The
recent failure of General Growth Properties which owns
Pioneer Place here in Portland is a perfect example of this
state of the market which could not find financing for bil-
lions of loans on some attractive real estate. It is difficult
to see strong and well managed companies and owners of
good real estate go begging for financing because banks
and funding sources overreact to a  percentage of “dumb”
overleveraged entities that have overreached.  

The massive bailout of regional and national banks  with
huge dollars from the government to financial institutions
was suppose to unfreeze lending and help the sputtering
economy but mainly banks are sitting on their funds to
cover losses, meet higher capital requirements or keep in
reserve for what they think may be more loans losses in
the future.  In addition, there is the presence of expanded
regulator scrutiny, rumblings of expanded tighter lending
rules and public outrage which has further frozen capital
markets.  It seems that bankers and financial institution
believe it is better and safer not to do anything than to
offer financing to even solid companies or for good real
estate projects.  The FDIC’s recent report shows half of the
12 locally Oregon based banks had net losses in first quar-
ter and non-performing loans have doubled in the past
year. 

This has been further been verified by some less than stellar results
and big losses by some of the larger regional Banks like Umpqua
and Cascade Bancorp, a few smaller bank failures and FDIC orders
for certain banks like Cascade to shore up capital.

It is also very interesting to get the varied perspectives from the dif-
ferent parties involved in this current financing swing dance.  Those
seeking capital versus those that supply or are conduits to capital not
surprisingly often have differing attitudes and viewpoints.
Like previously, the availability and types of financing depends on
where you on the commercial real estate spectrum.  If you are a sta-
ble company with a good track record and cash flow that wants to
buy an expanded facility, you have some options.  But if you are an
investor or god forbid a developer with even a great tenant(s) and a
good well-located project, the options are basically non-existent or
at terms and leverage that almost makes the deal not make sense.
“There is just no money for developers and not much more for
investors right now unless you have tons of equity and a long suc-
cessful history with an institution.  Owner/user financing is where
the action is right now”, says Bonnie Quintero, Vice President for
Ironstone Bank, a niche oriented business bank active in the Portland
market. “We are concentrating on and lending money at some of the
best terms in decades for good owner occupied commercial and
industrial real estate”  She says. Investors even with substantial
dough to invest are basically on the sidelines as financing is just too
difficult and many perceive values will continue to recede.  As one
investor related, “Without the benefit of decent financial leverage in
real estate investments, the market is just too dicey to bet significant
cash on a deal unless it is some sort of screaming deal” This is
reflected in the fact that investor real estate transactions are down
80% this year in the Portland metro market. Of that amount I would
wager that most of what deals did get done were for cash, involved
some sort of 1031 exchange or had some form of seller financing.

Developers are even lower on the ladder and seemingly are being
treated like third class citizens.  “I have developed commercial real
estate for more than 30 years in the Northwest, and I have never seen
the financing market as difficult as this” long time developer Tom
Kemper laments. “Even with qualified national tenants, AAA sites
and substantial cash equity, banks won’t return phone calls for com-
mercial construction, redevelopment loans or even for TI’s for fully
leased properties. It is just pretty stupid and frustrating as it is stran-
gling a productive sector of the economy that creates good jobs and
can create significant value” Kemper bemoans. 

Some of the biggest most well respected developers and investors
paint a more dire picture. Homer Williams who has been involved in
some of Portland’s most successful and respected developments pre-
dicted recently that the commercial real estate development industry
will not improve for 2-3 years and the larger high end projects like
you saw in the Pearl and South Waterfront will not come back until
the end of the next decade. Bob Scanlan who has over 40 years in the
real estate industry and heads one of the largest investment real
estate firms in the Northwest said in a recent article that the next 12
months will be even worse than anything the industry has ever seen.
Ouch!

~LENDING WINDOW CRACKS OPEN~
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I wanted to get the bigger bank perspective so I called
Rochelle Kessler commercial loan officer with US Bank
at the Grand Avenue Branch in the Central Eastside here
in Portland. “The commercial lending landscape has
changed but there is still money available.  Obviously
development and construction loans are very difficult but
US bank has always been pretty conservative so our lend-
ing strategies and approach has not changed all that
much”.  Kessler admits that US like most banks are look-
ing very closely at the real estate and the strength of the
borrower and for investment real estate the type, size and
credit of the tenants. “Owner-occupied is our strong suit
where we can still get to 80% Loan to Value but we are
also doing investment real estate loans but we do look
more intensely at the location, condition, type of property
and especially the tenant mix of the property.” Rochelle
mentions that rates are at all time loaws and told me that
a 25 year amortized loan with a 5 year ballon has a rate of
5.1/4 % which is close to home mortgage rates. Jackie
Ritchie at Wells Fargo echos the same mantra of conser-
vative and targeted lending practices “We are making
loans. We like good owner-user newer multi-purpose
buildings, and our SBA lending is strong.  Also, having a
successful long term business banking relationship with
Wells helps.” Richie offers.

One aspect that kept coming up with several firms and
bankers I talked with is that the appraisal process has
changed markedly in the last couple of years with banks
and lenders making it quite apparent that appraisers need
to sharpen their pencils and lean rather heavily towards
the conservative end of values.  Appraisers on the other
hand are scratching their heads on pegging values these
days which in certain product types and neighborhoods
have fallen over 40%.  This has become especially true
with many infill sites which were very hot a few years ago
and appreciated rapidly. Several appraisers agreed that
banks are scrutinizing appraisals much more closely by
asking for more supporting evidence, in-depth informa-
tion, higher capitalization rates and looking to appraisers
to generally be much more conservative on value.

I put a call into Adam Cassie who works at Cohen
Financial which is a National Real Estate Capital Services
Company, which is a fancy name for a commercial real
estate mortgage company which basically finds dollars
and cents from Wall Street, banks, insurance companies
etc. for commercial real estate investments and develop-
ment. “Everybody is trying to create liquidity.  There is
less money, it is tougher money to qualify for and rates are
higher” Adam bluntly states. “Apartment financing is one
of the only bright spots. Development financing is almost
non-existent for many product types, and larger loans
above $ 5 million are also scarce unless you need some-
where around 50-60% loan to value and rates can be 8%
plus.” 

Cassie reveals. He explains the commercial backed securities market
that was a large source of financing earlier for much of the decade
has been basically shut down.Cassie hopes that later in the year some
of the government sponsored programs will kick in that will open up
the spigot for more commercial real estate financing for both invest-
ment and development.  Refinancing for fully leased or well operat-
ing real estate is alive but barely. “I don’t think we will see the avail-
ability or terms that we saw during the early/middle part of the
decade but hopefully in the coming months we will start seeing
increased stability and availability of funds for a broader range of
property types.  Much of this will depend on the Government in
being proactive in opening up the markets”, he hopes.

Now that I have been such a downer and got you a bit depressed I
want to try to show some of the bright spots happening out in the
financing market and what may be possible and more applicable to
business and property owners in the Central Eastside.

Gary Renberg is the CEO and an owner of East Side Plating
Company which has been in business for over 60 years with several
locations in Portland’s close in eastside. Though down in head count
right now, East Side has over 100 employees that utilize state-of-the-
art environmental processes to paint, powder coat or plate almost
any type of metal part or piece of equipment (think dental tools).
Last year in the jaws of the financial turmoil, Rehnberg needed to re-
finance his real estate to provide liquidity and pay off the previous
owner of the company.  “We started with over half a dozen lenders
but soon that was paired down quickly once we try to align our needs
with what they we willing to do”  Wells Fargo was the chosen lender
mainly due to a long term relationship and Wells having other parts
of East Side’s business. “It was a tough but fair process and we
achieved a 75% Loan to Value and we were happy with the apprais-
al values and the rate” Renhberg admits. East Side’s experience is
symbolic of where financing is taking place and admitted by many
loan officers which is owner user financing and companies and indi-
viduals with long term and strong banking relationships can still get
decent financing. But even then appraisal numbers are far more con-
servative, the financial information necessary is much more com-
prehensive and terms are tight. 

One of the bright spots on the Financing landscape is the availabili-
ty of SBA (Small Business Administration) financing for mostly
owner user real estate. 

Evergreen Business Capital is one of the largest SBA 504 loan orig-
inators in the northwest and is seeing business steadily increase this
year.  “We are seeing increased loan applications and placements in
the last few months” says Lynn Beadling of Evergreen. “With
increased federal funding and less options in the conventional mar-
kets, SBA financing has increasingly become an attractive option for
real estate.  The 504 government program is a long term financing
tool for small businesses where loans are funneled through local
non-profit Certified Development Companies (CDC) which works
with the Small Business Administration and private sector lenders to
provide financing to small businesses to meet certain public policy
goals for a given community.

~ Owner Users can access financing ~
~ Investors have less options ~ Developers left out in the cold ~
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Typically a 504 loan is secured with a loan secured with a
senior lien from a private sector bank covering up to 50%
of the project, a loan secured with a junior lien from the
CDC (backed by the SBA) covering up to 40% of the cost
and a contribution of at least 10% equity from the busi-
ness owner. It is just for owner occupied real estate where
the company occupies at least 51% of the real estate. “It is
just a great option for companies who want to be owners
of their real estate because the equity cash requirement is
so low which allows business owners to preserve cash in
a tough environment where conventional financing alter-
natives have narrowed and require much more of a down
payment” Beadling explains.  Many of the banks operat-
ing in the Portland market such as Wells Fargo, Bank of
America and Umpqua as well as a host of smaller local
and community banks participate actively in the 504 pro-
gram. The current rates are at historic lows around 5% and
the government recently reduced loan costs to .65% of the
loan amount from over 2%. Loan amounts go up to $4
million so with the 50% conventional portion, real estate
acquisition values can reach up to $10 million. There is
some job creation or retention requirements which are not
too stringent and funds can be used for land, buildings,
improvements, renovations or equipment.  Loans are 20
year fully amortizing and fixed which provide a high
degree of certainty for business owners. “We are seeing a
higher degree of professional type of interests like med-
ical and service companies that want to own rather than
previous years where manufacturing and distribution
companies were more prevalent” Beadling clarifys.
Underwriting for SBA loans are similar to conventional
loans but can be cumbersome and time consuming with
more paperwork and requirements but with few financing
options out there, that aspect can be a minor irritant. 

While those involved in SBA lending are taking the pre-
dictable “half glass full” viewpoint, the statistics explain
that loan volumes are low and still recovering from the
heights in 2006-2007.  This is mainly due to the fact that
the larger banks have pulled back their SBA lending by as
much as 50%.  This is mainly due to the fact that the larg-
er banks often sell the government backed portion on the
secondary market which has been basically been shut
down which has helped smaller banks to step in the fill the
void but volumes are still down considerably this year.
Optimism though is high as many SBA specialists feel as
the secondary market slowly thaws, firms understand the
advantage of the lower fees and historically low rates cou-
pled with business seeing some “green shoots” of eco-
nomic stabilization lead to more applications which has
been occurring throughout the summer.

Overall, financing for commercial real estate requires
some tenacity, homework, track record and probably most
of all “good” real estate, but these are not bad things.
Almost everyone agrees though that the worse is behind
us and as 2010 approaches, financing options will
increase very gradually.
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Historic 

Morrison

Building

Transitions 

into State 

of the Art 

Storage

Facility

You have seen it a hundred times if you have come over the Morrison Bridge into

the Central Eastside.  To the North of the bridge as you enter the Central Eastside sits
a large half block three story historic building that has been for sale for a long
time…two years to be exact according to the broker at Venerable Properties, Craig
Kelly.  “We had lots of companies, developers and investors look at this building over
the last couple of years but for one reason or another we were not able to get a deal
done until the guys at Facility Development understood its potential”.  Probably some
of the reasons the building did not meet with a buyer sooner is that it is a large build-
ing of 60,000 sf where there are few users that need that much space let alone having
it on different floors. Plus it would take substantial investment to get the building to
a habitable point because the city would require a seismic upgrade which is a several
million dollar investment.  In addition, there really is no surface parking and if there
were parking it would have to be located in the basement which would require more
investment for this retrofit. Combine this with a challenged commercial real estate
market and tough financing and a two year marketing timeline for a building like this
is not surprising these days. .   The property was co-owned by Venerable Properties and
investors who had bought it from the owners of Grand & Benedicts back in 2005. To
give you a bit of real estate trivia, the building early in the century was home to
Northwest Ice Storage which during the war stored over a million pounds of butter. I
have called it the “Butter Building”.

Then along comes a creative construction company that prides itself on its ability to
efficiently address these types of construction and property challenges and the 122
Morrison Bldg now has a new owner and purpose. Facility Development Company is
a 30 year old construction company based in Santa Rosa, California whose principals
paid $2,850,000 for the 60,000 sf vintage building earlier this spring.  “We initially
looked at this building for a self storage project and thought it would not work.  We
then looked all around the metro area then came back to the building and re-thought
it and made a deal” Says Rick McClish, the point person for the investment group and
construction retrofit.  “This will be a one of kind facility called Rose City Self Storage.
It will be a high quality, well secured and a very accessible self storage facility.  We think
there is pent up demand in Portland for this type of storage operation. Because of the
large basement we believe it also perfect for wine storage due to the low humidity and
temperatures”. Rick and his construction company have decades of construction expe-
rience in self storage and a variety of unique and complex public and private projects
mostly in California but numerous projects in Oregon.  “We have accomplished
numerous complex projects for universities, schools, power facilities, breweries, health-
care as well as having a big presence in construction projects for over 100 wineries. We
love Oregon and the Central Eastside and look forward to being part of the neighbor-
hood”, Rick relates.  Construction is now underway on the building with completion
expected in the next 6 months on a retrofit that goes far beyond what the City is
requiring. “Since we are owners, we are doing a complete structural rehabilitation that
we feel is necessary and right thing to do for this vintage type of building.  It is all
about quality.” He further explains.  As many in the neighborhood know, where this
building is located has seen an increased amount of illegal camping and vagrant activ-
ity. “We are very concerned about some of the homeless population that has gathered
nearby and we are working with these people and the Central Eastside to address this
and make are investment that will result in a more active and comfortable place for
people and businesses” Rick hope.  It will be great to see another vacant building in the
Central Eastside find another use to enliven the area.
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BRIDGING IS A BI- ANNUAL NEWSLETTER THAT HIGHLIGHTS SIG-

NIFICANT ISSUES, TOPICS AND DEVELOPMENTS THAT OCCUR AND

EFFECT THE SOUTHEAST AND NORTHEAST AND NORTH AREAS OF 

THE CLOSE - IN EASTSIDE. THIS DIVERSE AREA IS HOME TO OVER

2000 VIBRANT AND DIVERSE BUSINESSES AND ORGANIZATIONS

THAT EMPLOY OVER 20,000 PEOPLE IN THE CITY OF PORTLAND.

TODD DENEFFE OF CASCADE COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE HAS BEEN
REPRESENTING INDIVIDUALS AND COMPANIES IN THE CENTRAL
EASTSIDE IN SUCCESSFULLY ADDRESSING THEIR COMMERCIAL /
INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE NEEDS FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS. WANT
TO KNOW WHAT YOUR BUILDING IS WORTH OR NEED TO SELL A
COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY? EXPANDING OR CONSOL-
IDATING YOUR BUSINESS AND NEED HELP MAKING THE BEST POS-
SIBLE LEASE DEAL? 
IS YOUR TENANT MOVING OUT AND YOU NEED EXPERT HELP LEAS-
ING VACANT SPACE AT THE BEST POSSIBLE RATE? WANT TO FIND A
BUILDING TO PURCHASE FOR YOUR COMPANY OR AS A PERSONAL
INVESTMENT? TODD AND CASCADE COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE LLC
CAN PROVIDE VALUABLE INFORMATION, ADVICE AND FOLLOW
THROUGH TO ADDRESS ALL THESE REAL ESTATE QUESTIONS ,
REQUIREMENTS AND MORE.

Readers: Your Feedback is Requested
We would like your opinion and input on our next newsletter!  

Please email us at: cascadecommercial@integraonline.com

Specializing in the 
Sale & Leasing 

of Industrial & Commercial
Properties

Todd A. DeNeffe Portland, Oregon   

503-228-0734

Cascade Commercial Real Estate LLC.
2323 N Williams Ave.
Portland, Or 97227


